How we began…
Abbey Bowmen is now 50 years old. The club was born from a combined general
meeting on 21st November 1967 of Bricket Wood Bowmen and Manor Bowmen,
following a resolution of each club to amalgamate with the other. Rules were agreed
and an annual subscription set of £2 for adults and £1 for juniors.
On the next page is part of the document proposing the merger, prepared by Ray
Roberts, the Secretary of Manor Bowmen which explains the state of the two clubs at
the time and the benefits of a merger. He also explains why the club should be called
Abbey Bowmen.
Minutes survive of the earlier club, Manor Bowmen, which was set up at a meeting
on 4th May 1958. The annual subs were to be 10 shillings (50p in new money) and
the shooting fee 1 shilling (5p) The following extracts give a flavour of archery in that
era:
2nd meeting 21st June 1958
“The equipment officer was asked to investigate the possibility of remaking the butt.
It was decided that finally the butt should be removed and a hop sack curtain should
be used instead.”
“It was decided to award a bronze ‘Medieval Archer’ medal for the highest score and
handicap. A postcard is to be sent to the winner”
3rd meeting 2nd August 1958
”the wording of the postcard to be sent to the winner of the handicap shoot was
decided.
The secretary was asked to make enquiries into the possibility of obtaining hopsacks
to make a protective curtain behind the target”
4th meeting 23rd August 1958
“It was decided that a second target boss should be purchased.
Mr Keating proposed and Dr Ashcroft seconded the motion that the evening shooting
fee be reduced to sixpence (2 ½ p) as the evening shoots are now limited by the lack
of light”
Nov 1959
It was suggested that Manor Bowmen should ask Harpenden Bowmen if they wanted
to combine for friendly shoots
Mar 1960
Reported that Harpenden Bowmen had ceased to exist. As a result the club was able
to obtain 3 targets, 5 faces, several stands and some score boards, all for £3.
And fast forwarding to the Abbey Bowmen meeting March 1968:
“10 shillings would be deducted from the next bill for the use of the hall as the
foreman did not arrive on Sunday to erect the backcloth and four arrows were
damaged beyond repair.”
Maggie Johnston
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